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leveraging 
digital 

When it comes to health and beauty brands, there’s good news: the demand for 

digital content has never been higher, or more accessible for consumers. Research 

from Google and Facebook shows that women are more likely than men to use 

social networking sites and blogs, and that 74 percent of women are on social 

networks researching on health and beauty products and routines. 

Social networks offer brands the opportunity to wow consumers with 

a variety of content, from blogs and infographics to microcontent and video. This 

vertical’s online content has had a spotlight on it since the success and 

proliferation of the Dove Real Beauty campaign, where marketers developed 

culturally relevant, highly shareable content that addressed the interests and 

concerns of the health & beauty brand demographic – real female consumers. 



New social platforms offer an ever- widening array of opportunities to reach new 

audiences and to re-engage existing ones, ultimately building two-way 

conversations that drive sales, engagement, and brand awareness; in addition to 

helping brands differentiate themselves from competitors.  

Health and Beauty brands are also ahead of other industries when it comes to 

niche targeting and innovative, cutting-edge visual marketing. The ubiquitous use 

of visual tools like Instagram and the staggering influence of health and beauty 

bloggers means that it’s crucial for beauty brands to take advantage of new social 

and digital advances in marketing.  

digital 
footprint



the role of 
social media 

Specifically from our research on social media, what we found is that with so 

many touch points along the purchase journey from inspiration to purchase and 

sharing, brands have a wealth of opportunities to reach and engage shoppers. And 

although offline channels like retail stores still have a strong role to play in this 

journey, Facebook and Instagram are increasingly vital companions across the 

entire path. Indeed, more than three quarters of beauty shoppers admitted to 

being tempted by a product that they did not intend to buy, so there is a great 

opportunity for beauty brands to influence potential shoppers via Facebook and 

Instagram. 

Consumer Journey 



social media can turn 
browsers into buyers 

So, are these people talking about beauty online, 

also buying online? 

Nearly three quarters (72%) of beauty shoppers have been influenced by digital at 

some point in the path to purchase. The higher value the product the more likely the 

purchase is to involve online research.  

Why is this important to note?  

It will essentially help to drive the right type of content that will address the needs 

of your target audience; gently nudge them along their consumer journey as the 

feed on your product information. 



where are your target 
audiences

Women of today, who spend more time on their phones than flipping through print publications, say that the top 

three factors that influence their buying decisions of beauty products are: their own friends, skin care / beauty 

bloggers, and online skin care / beauty-focused magazines and groups. 

Millennial women (aged 18-34) are particularly keen on using Instagram for beauty inspiration. 37% of women under 34 

years old say they use Instagram to be inspired by looks and beauty & skin care trends compared to 25% of women over 

35 years old. Young people are also more likely to watch online beauty & skin care videos; a quarter of buyers aged 18-34 

watch videos to inspire them (24%) compared to 16% of those aged 35-64 years old. 



when are they buying? 
Consumers are constantly bombarded with messaging from various skin care brands all promising the 

same fantastic results with healthy ingredients ; anti-aging, for sensitive skin, organically made, etc.  

So how can your brand stand out from the clutter of messaging in a manner that will truly help and add 

value to your consumers rather than confuse them?  

One of the key way is to ensure that your brand has competitive advantage is if to reach them at the 

right time, with accurate messaging.  

When consumers are researching on suitable skin care brands, it is essential that your brand has a paid 

social strategy (targeting and reaching segmented audiences) with the right content that will serve to 

drive : 

Education > Consideration > Engagement > Purchase > Advocacy  



how to target your audiences ? 
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what does this mean for 
your brand? 

Reach Shoppers Early  

With three quarters of beauty and skin care 

shoppers admitting they’ve been tempted 

by a product they didn’t intend to buy, there 

is a big opportunity to inspire and tempt 

them as they are casually browsing thru 

social channels by creating inspirational 

content on skin care and how it using your 

brand benefits THEM. 

Think Mobile First  

Mobile has unleashed a whole new way of 

expressing ourselves. It’s a naturally visual 

medium, and it offers us a new language of 

emojis, photos, videos, stories, gifs, selfies, 

stickers and more. We will work with your 

brand to create a mobile makeover creative 

toolkit to help your brand to stand out in a 

mobile world and make the move from News 

Feed to skincare bag. 

Be seen where your consumers are 

spending time 

Achieve everyday relevance through 

content that’s relatable and accessible, 

to win attention and encourage beauty 

buyers to explore more. Skin care 

brands have the opportunity to rewrite 

the rules of discovery and 

engagement. 



S E C T O R  A N A L Y S I S

what are other skin care 
brands doing on social ?

Before launching a full scale social strategy for your brand, it is important to note what your 

competitors are up to and what is currently trending within your industry and audiences on 

social.  

What content are your audiences looking for and why? 

The beauty industry is blooming and booming with the help of social media.  

An incredible 57% of skin care, beauty and fashion companies now use influencers as part of 

their marketing strategies, while an additional 21% are also planning to add this strategy to 

their campaigns in 2017. 

Source:	  https://www.ion.co/essential-‐stats-‐for-‐influencer-‐marketing-‐in-‐2017



key beauty findings 

Source:	  Daily	  Vanity	  



S E C T O R  C O N T E N T  P I L L A R S

social content that works

Product Reviews, Beauty 
& Skin Care  

How-to’s, Video Tutorials 
& Product in-use shots 
Providing reviews and 
educating customers 

gives them confidence to 
trial new products. 

Inspiring a Mood  

Inspire an emotion by 
sharing an energy, 

experience or attitude 
to suit the brand 

messaging 

Flay lays 

Product placement in styled 
still life and flat-lay 

photography creates 
product recognition and 

also provides the 
opportunity to position your 

product in a lifestyle 
context. 

Make up Looks 

Create aspirational 
content that features 

the make-up in a 
finished look to invite 
customers to find out 
how they can achieve 

a similar look 
Source:	  Daily	  Vanity	  



relevant content for your social media 

Each market has 
distinct values when 

it comes 
to skin care. 

Beauty can be experiential or 
clinical, depending on where you 

look. In the U.S. and France for 

instance, consumers view bathing 
as a way to create a personalized 

experience. In contrast Asian 
consumers highly prioritize 

understanding the science behind 
different beauty regimens and are 
quick to investigate new methods 

like carbonated beauty products. 

Skin care trends are 
spreading from market to 
market, despite different 

values. 

Hoping for a crystal ball to reveal 
what’s next in beauty? Look 

abroad. Trends like masks saw 

traction in Asia and then traveled 
to the U.S., and trends like bath 

bombs took off in the U.S. and then 
picked up later in Europe. New 
regional trends  that haven’t yet 

spread may indicate what’s coming 
next to the other markets. 

While trends spread across 
markets, they evolve 

differently within each 
market. 

Although Asia is leading the way in  
terms of many skin care trends like 
masks, trends evolve differently in 

each market based on cultural 
behaviors and values. For instance, 

a trend in the U.S. may evolve to 
cross products and uses. Europe, 

on the other hand, will add an 

organic or natural spin to new 
trends. 

Source:	  Google	  Think

S E C T O R  C O N T E N T  T H E M E S



The key to maximising the ROI of any campaign on social media is leveraging the right type of content in as many places as 

possible. Brands are now utilising micro - influencer generated content (UGC from your brand advocates) in a number of ways to get 

the most out of their marketing spend.


1. Micro - Influencer Generated Content: An micro - influencer campaign where micro - influencers generate content to post on 

their social channels includes the benefits of relevant reach, high engagement and a variety of unique pieces of content featuring 

your product.


2. Brand Owned Media: Either off the back of a micro - influencer campaign or from a Content-Only campaign, investing marketing 
spend into leveraging micro - influencer content in brand social channels, website or eDM, etc. generates great results.


 3. Market Leader: Position your brand as the definitive leader in skin care by value adding to consumers (push valuable content 

before pulling audiences via tactical / promotion only content) 
 4. Paid Media: Micro - influencer created content has a proven track record of performing better in social media sponsored posts 

than brand produced content, possibly because they are the native content creators in the space and their content is viewed as 

being authentic.

•      As a prime example, Nude by Nature, a natural based skin care brand, invested some additional spend into sponsored 

posts of micro - influencer content on Instagram. Usually a brand sponsored post achieves an average engagement rate 

of <1% but micro - influencer content achieved a 271% higher engagement rate than what is usually observed for brand 

sponsored content.


opportunities for beauty brands

Source:	  https://www.ion.co/essential-‐stats-‐for-‐influencer-‐marketing-‐in-‐2017

S U M M A R Y



Questions?
csakhrani@selicious.com
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